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     Deposition of Witness 1, conducted virtually.

     Pursuant to Notice, before Carla L. Andrews,
Notary Public in and for the District of Columbia.
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                 C O N T E N T S
EXAMINATION OF WITNESS 1            PAGE
  By Mr. Ashmawy, Mr. Brown           5
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               P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S

           BY MR. ASHMAWY:
     Q.    For the record, today is January 12,
2022.  We are conducting an interview of Witness 1.
Witness 1 is not represented by counsel today.  This
speaking is Omar Ashmawy of the Office of
Congressional Ethics.  I am also joined by Jeff
Brown, also with the OCE.
           The witness has been previously provided
a copy of 18 U.S.C. 1001 and has signed the
acknowledgment.  Again, Witness 1, thank you very
much for being here today and for your cooperation.
I am happy to answer any questions you have during
the interview obviously.  So if you have any
questions, you need me to restate a question or
didn't understand something I may have said, please
don't hesitate to ask for clarification.
           And then the only thing I would highlight
is for the sake of the court reporter, let's both do
our best to not speak over each other so that she
can properly record what we said.
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     A.    I am not sure how to mute that.  If you
hear that beeping, that's just my email.  I am not
sure how to turn that off without turning everything
off.  So I apologize for any beeping you might hear.
     Q.    Don't worry about it.  I apologize for
any beeping that might come out of my computer as
well.
     A.    I'm pretty good at taxes, but technology,
not so good.
     Q.    It's par for the course these days.
     A.    I appreciate that.
     Q.    Why don't we just start talking about
your accounting practice.  Can you just describe the
work that you do?
     A.    Yeah.  I have a practice in Jericho on
Long Island.  I have been here for my own firm for
about 30 years.  We handle mostly closely-held
businesses in all different sectors.  And we really
don't do any audits.  So we have gotten away from
that over the years.  I am a CPA.  We have about
three, four people working with me.  And at this
time this year, naturally we get busy with taxes and
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year-end compliance.  But during the year, we
service a lot of businesses on interim reporting,
financing, things like that.
     Q.    Okay.  And how long has Representative
Suozzi been a client of yours?
     A.    Long time.  Tom and I go back, I would
say, over 30 years, if I can call him Tom.  We had
got to -- we are both originally from Glen Cove.  My
wife is from Glen Cove.  We were introduced by my
father-in-law probably back in the '90's -- '91,
'92.  He was running for mayor of Glen Cove at the
time.  I had just met my wife.  I got married.  And
my father-in-law introduced me to him.  At the time,
you know, we got friendly.  And I was working with
him on his campaign.  And then -- this thing is
annoying.  Hold on a second.
           I was working with him on his campaign.
And then in 1993, he asked me to run for city
council with him on his slate.  So he got elected.
I was on the council with him for, I think, eight
years.  I was actually on the city council in Glen
Glove for 14 years.  It's a part-time position.
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It's community service.  You know, it is not like
you hear city council like in New York City.  You
know, it is basically people complaining about dogs
barking and things like that.  But we developed a
nice relationship.  I was with him.  He went on to
county executive.  We stayed friendly.  I stayed in
Glen Cove.  I was still on the council.  And we have
been friends, you know, personally and
professionally, you know, since the early '90's.
     Q.    Do you -- do you have any other clients
that are members of Congress?
     A.    No, I don't.
     Q.    So, obviously, you assist Representative
Suozzi with the filing of his financial disclosures.
Do you have any other elected officials as clients
that you do that kind of work for?
     A.    Not on the federal level.  We do -- for
New York locally like when I was on the city
council, I had to file my own financial disclosure
reports.  You know, we do that type of work.  But
nothing along the lines of what the Federal
Government has in the way of electronic filing and
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the annual reporting and the detail.  I don't think
there's -- I don't know of anything in Long Island
that's similar to that for elected officials.
     Q.    So are you -- so primarily -- I am making
an assumption here.  But are you primarily
responsible for Representative Suozzi's financial
reporting?
     A.    Yeah.  Every year we did the annual
reporting.  It was due in May.  And we usually got
an extension until August.  So we took care of the
preparation, accumulating information, and filing
his annual reporting.
     Q.    In addition to assisting with the
financial reporting, what other kind of services do
you provide Representative Suozzi?
     A.    Officially I'm a treasurer for his
committee.  So I take care of reviewing the
financial disclosure or did it with New York State
when he was a state and local candidate and then
when he became federally, as more of an
infrastructure of teams who work on accumulating
information.  But I am officially the treasurer.  So
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I serve in that capacity to look at the reports,
handle any questions that come in from the FEC.  You
know, occasionally we get some requests for
additional information in response to those and take
care of that kind of compliance work.  We don't do
-- we are not part of the day-to-day activities.
You know, we are kind of removed from that stuff.
     Q.    You also manage his financial
investments.
     A.    No, I don't.  For not only him, but all
my clients.  We stay removed from that.  We don't do
any financial -- we do financial advising if people
ask questions.  But we don't do any placements,
things like that.
     Q.    So how familiar, then, are you with his
-- you know, his investment accounts?
     A.    Just the papers that we get.  You know,
when we get the 1099's, you know, we are familiar
with that.  When we do the annual filing, you know,
we get all the information and accumulate that and
use a full prep team.  But as far as day to day or
all types of investments, we don't get involved --
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not only Tom, but any of our clients.  We don't do
any advice like that.
     Q.    Are you familiar with who, then, does
manage Representative Suozzi's investment accounts.
     A.    Yeah.  I believe he has an investment
advisor.  That's the fellow we are working with on
accumulating information.  I don't remember the
gentleman's name offhand.  But he -- you know, there
is an account manager at Merrill Lynch and the firms
that take care of his investments there.
     Q.    All right.  How does it work, then?  So
when the transaction is made, you know, by his
broker, what role -- what role do you play, then?
     A.    Really none.  We don't get involved with
that at all.
     Q.    You don't direct transactions, nothing --
nothing of that kind?
     A.    Not at all.  And I said, just in my
practice in general, we try to stay removed from
that.  It's -- basically, nothing good can come out
of it.  If a client makes money, great, you are a
hero.  If a client loses money, you lose a client.
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So we stay clear of that.
     Q.    Do you have any knowledge, then, about
whether or not Representative Suozzi directs his own
transactions, his own trades at all?
     A.    No, I have no knowledge of it.  I don't
believe he does.  But I can't say that
affirmatively.  I don't deal with him on that level.
     Q.    Okay.  Then back to the reporting aspect
of it.  So when a trade is made, you know, how are
you made aware of it so that you can -- you know, so
that you can assist with the financial reporting?
     A.    Well, recently what we implemented was
when we were doing the August report this year,
Fran, who is a CPA, she works with me, was notified
about the monthly filing.  And so what we did was
we -- you know, we apologized.  We didn't realize
it.  So we implemented a system where twice a month
we contact brokers.  And we ask them for a
transaction report so we are always within that
30-day, you know, window to report the transaction.
           So what they will do is they will give us
a report of any buys or sales.  And we will use that
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to prepare the reports.  And we will file them as
soon as we get them.  So we usually do it on the
15th and the 30th and 31st.  This way, once we get
them, it gives us a few days to put it together.  So
we are always within 30 days of being notified for a
transaction.
     Q.    I understand that.  You kind of got ahead
of me and anticipated one of my questions.  But
that's what you guys are doing now.  Can you tell me
what you guys were doing before?
     A.    We were doing the annual reporting.  So
when we had the annual financial disclosures, we
would actually, you know, contact the House with
questions and things like that.  They were very
helpful in guiding us.  And we would take the
year-end reports, which would show all the
transactions, and enter that on his annual financial
report.  So he had the buyers, the sales, gains, all
the activity that was reported on the annual report.
     Q.    Obviously, throughout this process and
you working with our office, you have certainly
became aware of the STOCK Act.
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     A.    Absolutely.  I am shaking my head like I
know.  I know there was the filings that weren't
done.  But I can honestly say as soon as we realized
-- when we were working this year when Fran was
working on the report and we realized and they told
us that those monthlies weren't filed or the 30-day
reports, we immediately went back and started
preparing them and putting them in.  So they told us
to go back and comply.  And that's when we
instituted the reporting that would make sure that
it never happens again.
     Q.    Prior to your interaction with our
office, what was your knowledge of the STOCK Act?
     A.    You know, I am embarrassed to say, very
little.  I really wasn't that familiar with it at
all.
     Q.    So let's, I guess, go back, then, to the
way things were before -- you know, before we
contacted you.  What was Representative Suozzi's
role in the financial disclosure process?
Obviously, you assist in preparing it for him.  But
what role did he play or what did he do to -- you
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know, to facilitate that?
     A.    He really just opened up the doors for
us -- you know, the brokers.  You know, whoever the
representatives -- they get a call from Witness 1.
They are not going to give me any information.  So
we would go back and ask Tom to call the brokers and
let them know that it is okay to release information
to us.  And then they would send the information
over to us.
     Q.    So you admit, you know, understandably,
that there wasn't that much knowledge on your part
of the STOCK Act.  Was there ever a conversation
between you and Representative Suozzi or anyone --
you know, anyone affiliated or associated with him
about the STOCK Act and any requirements he had, you
know, under the -- under the Act?
     A.    Yeah.  I don't recall any.  And I am only
saying that because I don't recall.  But I doubt it
because if we did have knowledge of it, we would
have done it.  You know, there was no reason for us
not to do it.  So I don't remember any conversations
saying that, hey, you had to file these things and
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us saying, no, we are not going to do it.  Once we
found out, we did it.  So there would have been
nothing to prevent us from doing it.  There would be
no reason for us not to do it.
     Q.    What was the first time that you learned
of the STOCK Act, you know, and the requirements?
     A.    I believe it was Fran -- Fran, when she
was working this year with the House on the report,
they told her about it.  And then we looked into it,
and we saw what the requirements were.  We looked
them up, obviously agreed with their recommendation.
So I guess it would have been this year's filing,
which would have been back in '21 -- 2021.
     Q.    Let me -- if I can -- and I don't know if
this is going to jog your memory at all or if this
is part of what you are talking about.  But if we
can pull up tab five.
           THE TECHNICIAN:  Certainly.  Stand by,
Counsel.
           MR. ASHMAWY:  Take your time.  And you
can give control over to Witness 1 -- Witness 1 --
so he can look through it.
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           BY MR. ASHMAWY:
     Q.    So I don't know, Witness 1, if you can
scroll through that if that's easy for you to do.
If not, I can do it for you.  But I just wanted to
see if this -- you know, if this is what you were
talking about, if this jogs your memory about, you
know, first hearing about the STOCK Act?
     A.    If you don't mind, I don't know if you
can scroll down because this is going into the final
disclosure.  So that's -- we knew about that.  That
was the one due in May.
     Q.    I am sorry, Witness 1.
           MR. ASHMAWY:  Stephanie, if you could
scroll down a little bit for him.
           THE TECHNICIAN:  Certainly.
           MR. ASHMAWY:  Actually, let's keep going
down.
           BY MR. ASHMAWY:
     Q.    So do you remember receiving this email?
     A.    I don't remember it specifically.  But it
definitely came to me.  From what I am seeing, it
looks like the reminder about the annual filing that
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we have to do.
     Q.    It is.  I wanted to see if -- you know,
because it does mention, as you can see in the
screen in front of you, center screen, it does talk
about -- you know, it enumerates, one, the annual
financial statements and then, two, the periodic
transaction reports.  This was in April of 2001.  I
didn't know if this was something you noted at the
time.
     A.    No, I definitely didn't, Omar.  I saw
this as a reminder for the annual filing.  I mean, I
don't think I even went down and read the bottom
part of it.
     Q.    Fair enough.  Stephanie, you can remove
that.  So you were saying that the obligations under
the STOCK Act was first brought to your attention
when you -- by the committee?
     A.    Yes.
     Q.    Do you recall about when that might have
been?
     A.    Well, I think it was probably, I guess,
the beginning of August when we were getting ready
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for the August 15 filing.  Fran was a CPA who works
with me.  She was working with me on the report this
year.  And she came in and told me.  She said, "Hey,
Witness 1, we should be filing these PTR's.  You
know, the House told us we should be doing these."
I said, "Okay, let's do them."  And I think the
House recommended that we go back and report all the
transactions.  Now, what we did do is we had them
all on the annual report.  So we went back and took
the annual reports and put them on the PTR's, you
know, to be in compliance with that.  But all the
transactions we had are on there.  So it wasn't a
big job for us to go back and do it, other than the
fact that it was a lot of transactions.  And that's
when we started working on it.  And we have been in
compliance since then.
     Q.    So I guess just honestly just very
plainly, so these transactions didn't get reported
because you were just unaware of the requirements of
the STOCK Act?
     A.    Yeah, I think that's fair.  If we would
have known we had to file them monthly, we would
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have done it.  There would have been no reason for
us not to do it.  It was just a -- I think, an
oversight.  And I thought we were in compliance at
the end of the year when we reported everything.  So
I didn't realize that there was that 30-day
requirement that we had on that.
     Q.    So it wasn't because you thought that
those kinds of transactions didn't have to be
reported.  You weren't aware that you had to report
them?
     A.    Absolutely.  It was -- I remember the --
you know, looking back on it with all the
transactions, I was talking with Fran.  I said, "We
show everything on there."  And she was saying that,
no, they want it reported monthly.  And, you know,
the 30-day rule came up.  So that's what really
triggered our filing of those reports.
     Q.    You also mentioned that you had a fair
amount of interaction with the Committee on Ethics,
correct?
     A.    Yeah, uh-huh.
     Q.    Did you guys use their -- I know that
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they have sort of a preclearance where you can send
an advanced copy of the financial disclosure to
them, and they can tell you if there's any problems
with it before you formally file it.  Did you guys
use that process at all at any time?
     A.    Yes.  Yeah, they were very, very helpful,
because, you know, like I said, I am pretty good at
taxes.  Sometimes the interpretation I was not good
at.  So they were very helpful as far as like how to
report a transaction or where to report or what
schedule it goes on.  And we worked with various
individuals at the House.  They were very helpful.
And, in fact, one time I was kidding around with
them.  I said, look, I don't know if it's ethical.
I will buy you a cup of coffee when I come to
Washington.  And she gave me a tremendous insight
into this.  She said, "No, no, I can't."  I said,
"Look, I am only kidding."  But just emphasizing the
fact they were very helpful to us.
     Q.    Did they ever flag for you that you had
to file PTR's for the transactions you reported on
your -- on Representative Suozzi's annual
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disclosures?
     A.    Not to me directly.  When I was getting
prepared and I requested all the information, I
pulled out all the files, got all the stuff.  And
there was email to a girl who worked for me -- a
woman -- at the time going into it.  But I don't
think she -- she never passed it on to me.  And I
don't think she really understood what they were
saying about the PTR's and mutual funds and those
type of reporting.  So it never came to me.
           And when I saw it -- I was kidding around
with Sean.  I said, Sean, it was a religious
experience.  I had no idea this was in the file.  I
said -- you know, as I was pulling everything out
for you on the request, you know, I saw it, I am
disclosing it.  But it didn't come over to me.  And,
again, I can only speak in all sincerity if I knew
about it, we would have done it.  There is no reason
for us not to have done it.  That's the only thing I
can say on this thing.
     Q.    Let me -- I think I know the email you
are talking about.  Let me just, for the record, let
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me just make sure that we are talking about the same
one.  If we could put up tab seven.
           THE TECHNICIAN:  Certainly.  Stand by,
Counsel.
           BY MR. ASHMAWY:
     Q.    And, Witness 1, you can just let me know
if this is the email that -- you know, that you are
referencing.
     A.    Absolutely.
     Q.    I don't know if you can see that or if we
need to scroll in a little bit.  Does that --
     A.    No, that's exactly what I am talking
about, Omar.
     Q.    All right.  Very good.  You can take it
down.  So you said you found it in the file when we
contacted you?
     A.    Yeah.  Well, we pulled out all the files.
You know, Sean wanted the information going back to
the beginning.  So we made copies of everything.  I
went through the files.  And I saw that in there and
shook my head.  You know, I said it is what it is.
But that's where we saw it when we were going
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through the file.
     Q.    Do you know why it was never brought to
your attention or why you never saw the email?
     A.    I can't say.  You know, my best guess is
I don't think the person working on it realized what
they were seeing because if you look at the email,
there was all questions going back about mutual
funds and what have you reported and some real
estate.  So I don't think she made the connection as
to what the reporting was.  And she never sent it
over to me.  So I don't think she thought it was
that relevant.  She thought she was doing everything
right.  And she was a great person.  She was -- she
left me.  She went for a larger firm in the city,
which I felt bad for her because she was young.  She
was excited to go into the city, and then the
pandemic hit.  And she has been working at home
since then.  So she kind of lost that whole New York
City experience.  But she was a little bit green,
but she was good.  She was an accountant and
graduate, but I don't think she recognized the
importance of it.
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     Q.    Understood.  Let's go back a little bit
and talk about some of the interaction with the
committee.  I understand that, you know, they were
very helpful in the financial disclosures.  It's
correct to say that they never brought up the PTR's
to you, correct?
     A.    I don't recall it.  I really don't,
because I think if they did, I would have, you know,
acted on it.  So I don't recall any of the
transactions.  If they did, I missed it.  But it was
certainly not intentional.  But I don't recall
anything.  A lot of it was more on the detail of the
annual reports that we were filing.
     Q.    When you used the pre-clearance process
for the annual reports, how did that go?  I mean, I
don't want to put words in your mouth.  How did the
pre-clearance process work for you?
     A.    I would draft up the report, look it over
here, tie it into the 1099's, and then send it over
for their review -- the House's review.  They would
usually come back with comments saying that this
should go on here, this is being shown on the wrong
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     Deposition of Congressman Thomas Suozzi,
conducted virtually.

     Pursuant to Notice, before Carla L. Andrews,
Notary Public in and for the District of Columbia.
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               P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S

           BY MR. ASHMAWY:
     Q.    So, Congressman, for the record, today is
January 13, 2022.  We are conducting an interview of
Representative Tom Suozzi.  Representative Suozzi is
not represented by counsel today.  Speaking is Omar
Ashmawy of the Office of Congressional Ethics.  I am
also joined by Jeffrey Brown, also of the OCE.  The
witness has previously been provided a copy of 18
U.S.C. 1001 and has signed the acknowledgment.
           Congressman, thank you very much for your
cooperation.  Throughout this, if you have any
questions, please don't hesitate to interrupt me.
If you need me to restate something or something
doesn't come across and you don't understand a
question, don't hesitate to ask me to clarify it,
please.  To get started, can we just talk about at a
very high level your investments?  Can you just
generally describe -- describe them?
     A.    I have one big account with Merrill Lynch
with about one and a half -- 1.6 million in it --
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one and a half million dollars in it.  I have
another account for like 900 to a million dollars in
like a 401K-type thing, you know, investment
deferred income retirement account, which is about
$900,000 to a million dollars in it with a company
called National Securities.  Then I have got some
small real estate investments for a $100,000 here, a
$100,000 there.  I have got some, you know, life
insurance.  And I have -- I don't have the list in
front of me.  I apologize.  But, you know, whatever
it is, everything is disclosed in my financial --
     Q.    No, no.  Like I said, I was asking at a
very high level.  I mean, I think that description
is sufficient.  Are all of those investments managed
by a broker or do you manage any of them
individually?
     A.    Everything is managed by a broker.
     Q.    Have you ever since you have been a
member of Congress directed a specific trade or made
a trade individually without the broker?
     A.    No.
     Q.    So because everything is managed by a
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broker, how are you notified of the transactions
that are made?
     A.    I am really -- I don't -- I get like a --
I have a thing online for the Merrill Lynch account
that I check periodically, you know, on my phone.  I
don't really get notified of the National Securities
account trades.
     Q.    Okay.  Who is Witness 1?
     A.    My accountant, friend of mine.
     Q.    What role does he play in managing your
accounts?
     A.    Nothing.  He doesn't manage the accounts.
All he does is -- he is my accountant.  And he does
my financial disclosure forms for me.  And he is now
the -- he is now the treasurer of my campaign for
governor.  And he may have previously been a
treasurer of my congressional accounts, but not --
not recently, not for the past few years.
     Q.    What role does he play in preparing your
financial disclosures?
     A.    He does everything.
     Q.    And by everything, you mean?
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     A.    He is authorized to get all of my
statements and stuff from the -- from the brokers.
And he tracks everything and reports everything.
     Q.    In that process, what role do you play?
     A.    I review it at the end for the annual
disclosures.  The new ones, I don't really go over
those.  You know, those happen automatically now.  I
forget what they are called now - the PRT or the
periodic ones that we are now doing to comply.  I
don't see those.  But the annual ones, he usually
sends it to me, and I go over it with him.
     Q.    And the new ones that we are talking
about -- we are talking about the periodic
transaction reports that are pursuant to the STOCK
Act, right?
     A.    Yep, yep.
     Q.    What role does --
     A.    Those go out -- they go out almost
automatically now.  And there is very little trading
done on purpose.
     Q.    And who prepares those?
     A.    Witness 1.
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     Q.    And do you review -- for sake of clarity,
do you review those before they go out?
     A.    No.
     Q.    When was the first time you learned about
the STOCK Act?
     A.    I must have heard about it at some point,
you know, during our different training classes and
things like that.  But the only time I really took
note of it was when this -- this issue came up
related to the periodic -- what is it called now?
Periodic transaction reports.
     Q.    Or just PTR's for short?
     A.    PTR's.  That's the only one I really
focused on it.
     Q.    And when -- when you say that when this
issue came up, you mean when our office contacted
you?
     A.    Yes.
     Q.    So do you -- so you -- when were you
first elected as a member of Congress?
     A.    2016.  November of 2016.
     Q.    And I realize it has been a few years.
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But do you remember taking a new members ethics
training at the time?
     A.    I am sure I did, but I don't remember,
no.
     Q.    Have you had to take any annual ethics
training since -- since you have been elected?
     A.    I am sure I have, yes.
     Q.    Do you recall the STOCK Act or the topic
of PTR's coming up in any of those trainings?
     A.    I don't recall it specifically, no.  I am
not saying it didn't come up.  I am sure it did.
But I don't recall it coming up.
     Q.    And you've -- it's fair to say you have
made all of your training requirements.  You haven't
skipped them?
     A.    I hope so.  I am reasonably sure I did.
I would have gotten another complaint.
           MS. SHUST:  This is Diane Shust.  I work
for the congressman.  I am sorry.  I am by phone.  I
couldn't get on by Zoom.  But yes, he has met all of
his ethics requirements.
           MR. ASHMAWY:  Thank you.
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           BY MR. ASHMAWY:
     Q.    And have you ever been contacted by the
Committee on Ethics regarding the STOCK Act
specifically?
     A.    Just this proceeding we are going through
now.  That's all that I am aware of, yes.  Can I say
one thing?
     Q.    Sorry?
     A.    Can I say one thing?
     Q.    Of course.
     A.    Big picture thing.  I mean, the bottom
line is, is that I was under the impression -- and I
concede now that it may be mistaken impression.  But
I was under the impression that because I had
brokered directed accounts that they traded at their
discretion, that my requirement was to fill out an
annual disclosure.  And I did fill out an annual
disclosure every year.  We discussed it with the
Ethics Office.  Every year Witness 1, who is my
accountant, would pre-submit this to the ethics
people and review it with them and discuss it with
them to make sure we did it properly.  I remember
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him, you know, telling me on separate occasions.  I
don't remember specifically when.  But I remember on
specific occasions they made changes to it to
clarify things.  And so every year, we were going --
we made a point of doing this what we thought was
properly.  And we did this for I don't know how many
years before this issue came up four years or five
years and always discussing it with the ethics
people.  And it never came up that, oh, you know,
you are doing these trades.  You have to do PTR's as
well.  So, you know, everything was -- what would be
the purpose of us not doing the PTR's?  It would be
like we were trying to hide something.  We are not
trying to hide anything.  We discussed everything in
our annual financial disclosures.  And so we just,
you know, made a mistake.  And nobody advised us,
you know, when discussing this.  Every year -- every
year we discussed this with the ethics folks.  And
they never said, oh, by the way, you are supposed to
be doing PTR's.  We would have done it.  So as soon
as we heard that we were not doing something
properly, we immediately complied and have since
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been complying with the rules.
     Q.    So you obviously are anticipating a
number of my questions, so maybe we can just unpack
that a little bit.  You and your accountant took
advantage of the preclearance process for financial
disclosures, correct?
     A.    Yes, every year.  Maybe even when I was
running, too.
     Q.    And at any time, did the Committee on
Ethics tell you that you needed to file PTR's?
     A.    No, not to me.  And according to Witness
1, not to Witness 1.  There was something with like
some junior person he has working with him.  And I
looked at that email a couple of months ago.  And it
was like it was very confusing because it seems like
they were both talking past each other.  They didn't
even understand what the other person was saying.
The young accountant who worked for Witness 1
thought it was like, you know, something about real
estate.  And they were like, yes, you are right.  I
mean, I read it.  It's completely -- it was very
misdirected conversation.
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           MR. ASHMAWY:  Just since we are talking
about that email just for the sake of the record,
Stephanie, can you pull up Tab 7 just so we make
sure we are talking about the same email?
           THE TECHNICIAN:  Certainly.  Stand by,
Counsel.  Exhibit -- excuse me -- Tab 7 is on
screen, Counsel.
           BY MR. ASHMAWY:
     Q.    Congressman, does this look like the
email you are referencing?  And if we need to scroll
down, we can.
     A.    Go back to the top for a second.  Can you
go down a little bit?
     Q.    I think it might be most helpful to start
at the bottom where I believe the reference --
     A.    Because you see this thing here?  That's
correct, not on A or B.  Go down a little bit
further.  "They are not rental properties.
Therefore, they aren't necessary to be reported."
That's correct.  They just completely spoke across
-- they -- anyway.  Yes, that's the email.
           MR. ASHMAWY:  Stephanie, can you scroll
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down just a little further?  Keep going.  Keep
going.
           BY MR. ASHMAWY:
     Q.    So this is, I think, the part that you
were referencing, Congressman.  Did you ever see
this email?
     A.    I saw it like as part of this process
when Witness 1 was looking through all of his files.
This is what he found.  But that's the only time I
saw it was recently.
           MR. ASHMAWY:  Okay.  Very good.  While we
are doing this process, Stephanie, can you please
just put up tab -- Tab 2?
           THE TECHNICIAN:  Certainly.
           BY MR. ASHMAWY:
     Q.    And while you are doing that,
Congressman, you receive the ED colleague emails?
     A.    I am sure I do.  You know, I really don't
look at them all quite frankly.
     Q.    That's fair.
     A.    I get a lot of stuff.
     Q.    So do -- I mean, would you recall a
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particular ED colleague email?
     A.    This one?
     Q.    Any of them, frankly.  This is just an
example.
     A.    No.  I mean, I really don't.  I don't
really -- I don't really -- you know, no.
     Q.    So you don't really review them
regularly?
     A.    No.
     Q.    Do you happen to have anyone on your
staff or anywhere you forward these to do review?
     A.    No, not as a regular practice, no.
           MR. ASHMAWY:  Stephanie, you can remove
that.
           BY MR. ASHMAWY:
     Q.    And just to clarify, I understand that
you reported all your trades annually.  I understand
that no one on the committee ever mentioned the
PTR's to you directly.  I just want to understand.
Did you think the STOCK Act did not apply to you or
that you did not have to disclose?
     A.    Well, I certainly know that I had to
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comply with the rules of the House.  And my
impression was that my requirement was to do this
annual disclosure.  And we thought we were fully
compliant by doing that.
     Q.    Do you know where that impression came
from?
     A.    I guess it's common sense.  To me, it's
common sense.  You know, because I was not involved
in the trading of my accounts, that it was done by
my stockbrokers.  And that I was not really -- I am
not involved in that as to what they are trading.
And I disclosed it on an annual basis.  And I
thought that that was sufficient.
     Q.    Do you recall if anyone ever told you
that the -- that you didn't have to disclose a
brokered-managed account?
     A.    I don't recall that, no.
     Q.    And we kind of covered this.  But just
again for the sake of clarify.  When was the first
time you learned that you hadn't filed periodic
transaction reports, you know, in accordance with
the STOCK Act?
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     A.    Some news story that was written.  Some
outside group filed a complaint or something.  And
it was written in a news story.
     Q.    And then what did you do when that was
brought to your attention?
     A.    I said, "We have got to fix this."  I
told Witness 1.  I might have told Diane -- I don't
know -- or my chief of staff.
           MS. SHUST:  I was with you.  May I jump
in here or at the end?  Just know that I would like
to say something to help clarify this.
           MR. ASHMAWY:  Go ahead.  Sure.  Let's --
Diane, if we could save that to the end.
           MS. SHUST:  Of course.  Of course.
           BY MR. ASHMAWY:
     Q.    Just so that we can keep this moving
expeditiously.  I understand that there is -- you
know, that you have a process now in place to file
PTR's timely.  Do you know specifically what that
process is?
     A.    Witness 1 got authorization to get every
trade from the brokers when they happened.  And he
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works with them.  I don't know how the process
worked.  But he worked with them to disclose them to
the proper reporting entity as soon as it happens.
     Q.    And if we could just loop back now to
your interactions with the Committee on Ethics.  Did
you specifically have interactions with them on this
issue or was that all managed by your accountant?
     A.    All by my accountant.
     Q.    Okay.  Do you know if you have paid a
fine for the late periodic transaction reports?
     A.    I am certain I haven't.
     Q.    Okay.  Do you know if there has been any
discussion, either between you and the committee or
your accountant and the committee, about paying a
fine?
     A.    No, there has not been.  Not by me,
certainly.  I would assume there hasn't been with
Witness 1.  I am not paying -- well, I hope I won't
be paying any fines.  I don't intend to pay any
fines.  I will fight this.
     Q.    Do you know if the Committee on Ethics
has reviewed any of the PTR's you filed since you
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learned that you needed to file them?
     A.    No idea.
     Q.    Before I get into sort of a final topic
here, I want to see if Jeff has any questions for
you, sir.
           MR. BROWN:  No, I don't.  Thank you,
Omar.
           BY MR. ASHMAWY:
     Q.    Okay.  Congressman, in the interest of
improving the process, I would be curious to know
if, you know -- your thoughts on ways in which this
could be improved so that members file PTR's when
they are supposed to?
     A.    Well, I think that, you know, there is
only 435 members of Congress.  And so I think that
every single member of Congress should have someone
from the Ethics Office that is responsible for that
member.  So like everybody has got their staff
member.  And that staff member should be, you know,
responsible for saying, hey, you know, you didn't
take your class, you didn't file you reports, you
didn't do this, you didn't do that.  But instead of
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it kind of like being out there in the ether -- it
is only 435 members -- everybody should have a set
person that's responsible for tracking that member
of Congress and letting them know that they have got
to do X, Y, Z and maybe even having a one-on-one
meeting with them or, you know, some sort of, you
know, review process to go through it.  I mean, I
really just had no idea that I was required to do
this.  And I am sure -- you know, I am reasonably
sure that it would have come up in like the ethics
trainings and things like that.  But, quite frankly,
we have a lot going on in Congress.  I have a lot of
other stuff going on.  And it's just not -- ethics
is a big priority for me.  But the -- some of the
formalities are not necessarily something I make a
priority of.
           MR. ASHMAWY:  Thank you, sir.  Diane, I
know you wanted to speak about something.  But just,
for the record, because you joined late, I just want
to clarify that Diane Shust --
           MS. SHUST:  Yes.
           MR. ASHMAWY:  -- the congressman's chief
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of staff joined this interview after it began.  And
her name is spelled D-I-A-N-E; S-H-U-S-T.  Diane,
did you want to say something?
           MS. SHUST:  Yes, I would.  And I would
just like to give you a minute of my background.  I
was chief of staff to Congressman Jim McDermott when
the STOCK Act was passed.  I personally filed his
monthly PTR's and his financial disclosures for
every year that he served in the Congress.  I take
ethics very seriously.  And I was appointed by the
chief judge of our court of appeals here in D.C. to
a Hearing Committee on the Board of Professional
Responsibility in which I served for six years.  So
I follow -- and Tom will tell you this -- all of the
rules.
           When he came into Congress, I said, "No,
there is a requirement that you have to file a
financial disclosure form."  And he said, "Oh, don't
worry.  We have -- you know, my accountant is taking
care of that."  So I was very relieved that I would
not be involved in that process because obviously
the ramifications are very serious if you file
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incorrectly.
When Tom came in, in the election of

2016, there were serious problems with the Committee
on Ethics.  It was in the news a lot.  A number of
the senior counsels had left.  One of the, you know,
revered counsel had committed suicide.  People --
the morale was very, very low.  And they were in the
process of hiring new people.  I frankly never
worried about Tom's PTR or financial disclosure form
because I knew that they would have been on the
case.  They would have caught it.  They would have
said something.  When I would go in with the
financial disclosure form for Jim McDermott for
pre-conferencing, my pre-filing, they would say to
me, oh, you forgot to add this or, oh, you need to
redo this.  So I knew Tom was doing that through his
accountant.  I thought everything was great.

I was frankly shocked when I was with Tom
when we heard about the MPR story about this because
as I said to him, I could understand the Ethics
Committee letting you go through one year doing this
incorrectly, because everything was filed on your
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financial disclosure form.  It was transparent.
There was no attempt to hide anything.  But I cannot
understand how they kept this -- let this go on year
after year after year.  So I think there is a
serious problem with the Committee on Ethics in that
this was allowed to go on as long as it would.
Obviously, when Tom thought there was a problem, he
corrected it immediately.  So he has been in
Congress.  He was sworn in, you know, in 2017.  He
has been there since then.
           Now he is filing, you know, the PTR's.
But the fact that it was allowed to go on so long, I
believe, shows error on the part of the committee.
           MR. ASHMAWY:  Thank you, Diana.
           MS. SHUST:  You are welcome.
           MR. ASHMAWY:  Jeff, do you have any
questions before we conclude?
           MR. BROWN:  Yeah.
           BY MR. BROWN:
     Q.    Congressman, if I can just follow-up on
one issue.  So you were elected in 2016, started --
sworn in, in 2017.  I imagine somewhere around this
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time, you had a conversation with Witness 1 about
him taking over the role of filing annual
disclosures and fulfilling your obligations -- your
disclosure obligations.  Can you take us back to
that time and just give us a little bit of insight
into how Witness 1 came to file your disclosures and
what direction and guidance he was given?
     A.    Witness 1 has been my treasurer for my
campaigns when I was mayor of Glen Cove.  He was on
the city council with me.  He was my treasurer for
when I was county executive.  And then when I ran
for -- well, I ran for governor of New York in 2006
against Eliot Spitzer.  It didn't turn out very well
for me.  It didn't turn out very well for Eliot
Spitzer, either.  And so in 2016 when I ran for
Congress, it was really a last-minute thing to do.
Steve Israel announced in January of 2016 he wasn't
running.  And so we scrambled, you know, to put
together a campaign.  And, Witness 1, will you do
this for me?  And he was my treasurer for my
campaign.  And we were like, "Oh, you have to do a
financial disclosure form."  During the campaign you
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From: Michael G. Norman
To: Ashmawy, Omar
Cc: Brown, Jeffrey
Subject: Re: OCE Confidential Communication: Follow-Up
Date: Friday, January 28, 2022 2:42:00 PM
Attachments: Req for addl information re PTR filings.pdf

Hello Omar,

Hope all is well.

In preparing the Periodic Transaction Report for January 1, 2017- December 31, 2020, the Annual
Financial Disclosure Reports were used.  The Annual Financial Disclosure Reports were prepared using
the year end 1099 reports received.  As the 1099s reports only sale transactions, the purchases from
2017/2018 that spanned more than 2 calendar years were inadvertantly omitted.  Please note, as these
securities were sold, the sale was reported on the Annual Financial Disclosure Report.  Purchases and
sales within the same calendar year were properly reported.

Attached is a schedule indicating the sale of the securities listed on your schedule as missing purchases,
along with the gains and losses reported per the 1099.  Please note, that when sold, the purchases were
included in the calculation of the gain or loss.  Additionally, the capital gain box was checked when
applicable.  In reviewing the information we are submitting to you, we identified 6 transactions, 3 in the
IRA accounts and 3 in the Advisor Discretionary Account that were unintenitally omitted.  We have
segregated these transactions on the attached schedule.

Please note, the recent transactions were fully reported and we have instituted internal policies and
procedures to assure future compliance.

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Enjoy the weekend
All the best
Mike

Michael G Norman CPA PC
410 Jericho Turnpike- Suite 200
Jericho, New York 11753
Office: 
Fax: 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: This e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If the reader of this e-mail message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent
responsible for delivery of the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail
in error, please notify us immediately by telephone at  and via e-mail and also indicate the
sender's name. Thank you.

-----Original Message-----
From: Ashmawy, Omar < >
To: Michael G. Norman < >
Cc: Brown, Jeffrey < >
Sent: Tue, Jan 25, 2022 1:04 pm
Subject: Re: OCE Confidential Communication: Follow-Up 
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